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As a homologue to the new, Fe-based type of high-temperature superconductors, the electronic

structure of the heavy-fermion compound CeFePO was studied by means of angle-resolved resonant

photoemission. It was experimentally found—and later on confirmed by local-density approximation

(LDA) as well as dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) calculations—that the Ce 4f states hybridize to

the Fe 3d states of d3z2�r2 symmetry near the Fermi level that discloses their participation in the occurring

electron-correlation phenomena and provides insight into mechanism of superconductivity in

oxopnictides.
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The unusual superconducting (SC) properties of the
novel Fe-based oxopnictides with transition temperatures
(Tc) up to 55 K have attracted considerable attention [1–4].
While pure RFeAsO (R denotes rare-earth elements) com-
pounds reveal metallic properties, doping by F on O sites
leads to SC. The proximity of the SC state to spin-density
wave formation gave rise to speculations that the under-
lying pairing mechanism is based on magnetic fluctuations
[5]. SC without doping, although at reduced Tc with re-
spect to the arsenides, is found in the isoelectronic phos-
phides, except for R ¼ Ce [6,7]. In CeFeAsO both Fe and
Ce order antiferromagnetically below a Neel temperature
of 140 K [8] and 3.7 K [9], respectively. A gradual replace-
ment of As by P leads first to the vanishing of the Fe
magnetism, coupled with a change of the Ce order to
ferromagnetism [10]. For further P doping, the Ce order
is suppressed, resulting in a paramagnetic heavy-fermion
compound [11].

This wide variation of properties is a consequence of a
strong sensitivity of the valence-band (VB) structure to the
lattice parameters and to interaction with localized f states.
Close to the Fermi level (EF) the electronic structure of
RFePnO (Pn denotes phosphorus or arsenic pnictide) ma-
terials is dominated by five energy bands that have pre-
dominantly Fe 3d character [12,13]. Small variations of the
lattice parameters affect particularly bands containing dxy
and d3z2�r2 orbitals. Increasing the distance of the pnicto-

gen ions to the Fe plane shifts the dxy-derived band towards

lower and the d3z2�r2-derived bands towards higher bind-

ing energies (BE) leading to a transition from 3D to 2D
behavior of the Fermi surface (FS). As discussed in
Ref. [13], SC delicately depends on nesting conditions
between FS sheets generated by the above-mentioned

bands around the � point and those located around the M
point in the Brillouin zone (BZ). The nesting conditions
may be affected by variations of the lattice parameters or
interaction with 4f states.
The purpose of the present work is to study the elec-

tronic structure of CeFePO by means of angle-resolved
photoemission (ARPES) in order to find possible reasons
for the quenching of SC. We find that closely below EF,
both the position and the dispersion of the VBs are strongly
changed with respect to LaFePO, at least partly due to
interactions with Ce 4f states. Hybridization of the Fe

3d-derived VBs and the Ce 4f states leads around the ��
point of the surface BZ to strong 4f admixture to the VBs,
accompanied by a reconstruction of the Fermi surface and
a shift of the 4f–derived quasiparticle band to lower BE.
Experiments were performed at the ‘‘13-ARPES’’ setup

at BESSY (Berlin) as described in Ref. [14], at tempera-
tures around 10 K, on single crystals grown from a Sn flux
as specified in Ref. [15]. Because of setup geometry, the
vector potential A of incident light is parallel to sample
surface at vertical polarization (VP) and possesses an addi-
tional perpendicular component at horizontal polarization
(HP). Dipole matrix elements for the photoexcitation de-
pend on the spatial extension of the orbital along the
direction of A. This means that in normal emission ge-
ometry states of d3z2�r2 symmetry will contribute only at

HP, while those of dxz;yz and dx2�y2 (dxy, depending on the

orientation of the sample in the (x, y) plane) symmetry will
be detected at both VP and HP—though with different
relative intensities.
Photoemission (PE) spectra of Ce systems reveal a well-

known double-peak structure consisting of a component at
about 2 eV BE, roughly reflecting the 4f0 final state
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expected from PE of an unhybridized 4f1 ground state, and
a feature close to EF that is due to hybridization and
reproduces the ground state configuration of mainly 4f1

character. In our measurements, we made use of strong
variations of the 4f photoionization cross section around
the 4d ! 4f absorption threshold due to a Fano resonance:
4f emission becomes resonantly enhanced (suppressed) at
h� ¼ 121 eV (112 eV) photon energy [16].

Valence-band maps taken at VP and a photon energy of
112 eV are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) for two high
symmetry directions in the surface Brillouin zone. Along

the ��- �X direction, two energy bands cross EF at x1 �
0:1�X (A1) and x2 � 0:4�X (A2), respectively. In
LaFePO, similar bands are observed but the crossings

occur closer to the �X point at x1 � 0:2�X and x2 �
0:7�X [17]. In the vicinity of the �M point, two additional
bands can be distinguished [Fig. 1(a), dashed line] that
merge in LaFePO. All these bands are discussed in
Ref. [17] on the basis of local-density approximation
(LDA) bulk band-structure calculations, using internally
relaxed parameters and rescaling calculated band energies
by a factor of 2. In this way, the Fermi level crossings x1
and x2 are caused by dxz;yz and d3z2�r2-derived states,

respectively. The latter should hardly be visible at VP,
and hence at least for the present measurement, a different
character of the A2 band has to be concluded. Another
parabolic holelike band (labeled B) comes very close to
EF and has no direct counterpart in LaFePO.

In order to take account of the surface sensitivity of
ARPES and the fact that band positions of surface and
subsurface atomic layers may be different in BE with
respect to the bulk ones [18], slab calculations were per-
formed by means of the linear-muffin-tin-orbital (LMTO)
method [19]. It follows from the structural and cohesive
properties that the CeFePO crystal can be cleaved mainly
between the FeP and CeO stacks so that the surface
will be terminated either by P or Ce atoms. In the case of
a P terminated slab, the Fe atoms occupy the second
(subsurface) layer and the main contribution to the PE
intensity stems from the high cross section Fe 3d–derived
bands. A schematic view of the 15 atomic layer thick slab
as well as results of the respective slab calculations are
shown in Fig. 1(c). Note that 4f states were treated as
quasicore states in order to avoid well-known failures of
LDA in describing strongly localized states. The effect of
the surface to the observed bands can be explained to some
extent with the spatial orientation of the involved Fe d
states. The calculated band structure of the Fe layer in the
center of the slab and the bulk are similar to each other.

Band B is quite well described by dx2�y2 orbitals, hardly

influenced by surface effects, since they are oriented in the
(x, y) plane and contribute to the FeP bonds but with
negligible overlap with Ce states. Two bands of dxz and
dyz symmetry cross the Fermi level in the same way as

bands A1 and A2. Close to the �� point, band A1 reveals
increasing d3z2�r2 character. Besides these bands, the cal-

culation predicts a further band (A3) of d3z2�r2 character

closer to the �X point, resembling the situation reported in
LaFePO [17]. However, this band does not appear in the
above ARPES maps, because this emission is symmetry

FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental ARPES images recorded
from CeFePO at h� ¼ 112 eV and VP along the ��- �M (a) and
��- �X (b) directions in the surface BZ, and calculated energy
bands for a slab containing 15 atomic layers, with a P terminated
surface, treating 4f states as quasicore (c) and valence states (d).
Size of the dots indicates contribution of d orbitals of the
outermost Fe layer (solid dots) or of Ce 4f states (4th layer,
open dots). The labels indicate the orbitals with strongest con-
tribution to the bands.
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forbidden in the case of VP excitation. Our calculations
show that the d3z2�r2 states (and to a minor degree bands of

dxz and dyz symmetry) overlap with the adjacent Ce layer

where they exhibit linear combinations of f symmetry at
the Ce sites, and are thus allowed for hybridization with the
Ce 4f states. The experimentally observed behavior of
band A1 may reflect effects of such hybridization, since it
strongly deviates from a parabolic dispersion. In order to
get a rough estimate of this effect, results of calculations,
where the 4f states are treated as valence-band states, are
shown in Fig. 1(d). Because of their interaction with the f
states, Fe d3z2�r2 do not contribute anymore to the band

structure close to EF. Instead, a band of this symmetry

appears at about 0.33 eV BE at the �� point.
An investigation of the discussed hybridization is pos-

sible enhancing the cross section of photoexcitation by
switching from VP to HP and exploiting the 4d ! 4f
Fano resonance (Fig. 2). In PE maps taken with VP at h� ¼
112 eV bands A1, A2, and B are of comparable intensity,
reflecting their Fe 3dxz;yz and 3dx2�y2 character. At h� ¼
121 eV, the intensity of bands A1 and A2 becomes essen-
tially larger as compared to that of band B, due to resonant
enhancement of partial 4f admixtures. Especially, the
intensity of band A1 grows strongly between 0.1 eV BE
and the Fermi level, supporting the former assumption
about the hybridization with Ce 4f states. In addition,
two other features appear: (i) a peak directly at EF that
reflects the Ce 4f1 final state and (ii) a further band with its
top at about 0.1 eV BE, labeled C. Finally, at HP and h� ¼
121 eV, band C appears extremely enhanced, indicating its
predominant 3d3z2�r2 character. Thus, its visibility at

121 eV and VP is only due to finite Ce 4f admixtures.
Band A3, on the other hand, is still not observed.

In the results of our calculations [see Fig. 1(d)], the Fe
3d3z2�r2-derived band at 0.33 eV BE corresponds to band

C, but the calculated band has higher BE as compared to
the experiment due to well-known overestimation of the
4f-VB interaction obtained with LDA. In Fig. 1(c), this
band is absent (the respective subsurface Fe 3d states form
band A3); however, a similar band [small dots in Fig. 1(c)]
is found at 0.25 eV BE which is derived from the Fe 3d
states of the central (bulk) layer. Thus, a possible presence
of Ce at the surface may influence band C and other bands
of 3d3z2�r2 character.

In order to investigate this effect, the calculations where
repeated for a Ce terminated slab [see Fig. 3(a)]. The

results reveal at the �� point the formation of a surface-
derived band of 3d3z2�r2 symmetry close to the experimen-

tally obtained position of band C, while band A3 is not
observed. The remaining band structure looks quite similar
to the one calculated for the P terminated slab.

One can see in Fig. 1(d) that the lowest lying Ce 4f–
derived band is pushed above EF in that regions of k space,
where it interacts with the valence bands. This is in inter-
esting correspondence to the experimentally observed be-
havior of the 4f1–derived feature at EF [Fig. 2, on

resonance]: Around the �� point, this feature disappears
and seems to be pushed across the Fermi energy by the
parabolic valence bands, that in turn reveal certain 4f
admixtures in this region of k space. Similar interaction
phenomena have been reported for the Yb 4f13 bulk emis-
sion of the heavy-fermion system YbRh2Si2 [18] as well as
for the respective surface component of YbIr2Si2 [20,21].
In the latter case, where the 4f emission is relatively far
away from the Fermi energy (0.6 eV BE), the phenomenon
could be described quantitatively in the light of a simplified
approach to the Periodic Anderson Model (PAM) where 4f
dispersion and 4f admixtures to the valence bands are
explained by linear combinations of 4f and valence-band
states. For 4f emissions at EF, the mentioned approach is,
unfortunately, not applicable because interaction with un-
occupied valence states is not properly considered. A
recent LDAþ DMFT based approach, stressing the im-
portance of 4f� 3d hybridization in CeFePnO, is also not
applicable here, since it does not capture the Kondo peak
within the applied Hubbard I approximation [22,23].
In order to solve this problem we present in the follow-

ing an elaborated approach to PAM based on dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT). We consider a valence band of
bandwidthW ¼ 1:2 eV, centered at �d ¼ 0:7 eV BE, with
parabolic dispersion in the relevant part of k space and a 4f
state at �f ¼ 2 eV BE. The self-energy was calculated by

DMFT in a way as recently proposed in Ref. [24] but

FIG. 2 (color online). ARPES images taken along the ��- �M
direction with the VP light at h� ¼ 112 eV (top, off resonance
for f emission), 121 eV (middle, on resonance for f emission),
and with the HP light at h� ¼ 121 eV (bottom, sensitive to the
d3z2�r2 orbitals).
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applying the noncrossing approximation (NCA) [25] as
impurity solver like in Ref. [26]. With a hybridization
parameter tdf ¼ 0:3 eV and an on-site Coulomb repulsion

U ¼ 7 eV, the DMFT equation provides the self-energy of
the hybridized 4f states. Results in Fig. 3(b) show that the
peak at EF, caused by f-d hybridization, might be inter-
preted as the tail of the Kondo resonance, which is located
above EF [27]. For those k values where the VB comes
close to the Fermi level, the f state is pushed towards lower
BE (above EF) as reflected in the PE spectrum by a
decrease of 4f-derived intensity at EF, while the intensity
of the interacting valence band becomes enhanced by
substantial 4f admixtures.

In our study, we compared ARPES data of CeFePO with
results of LDA slab calculations and analyzed the effect of
f-d hybridization both in the framework of LDA and PAM.
Without adjustment of internal lattice parameters, our slab
calculation for both P and Ce terminations reproduce
qualitatively the observed band dispersions and characters.
Thereby, the calculated electronic structure is strongly
affected by f-d hybridization and differ considerably
from bulk calculations.

Strongest influence of hybridization is found for the
Fe 3d3z2�r2 orbitals, which have the largest overlap and,

therefore, mostly pronounced interaction with Ce-derived
states. In LaFePO, these states form a pocket in the Fermi

surface around �� [17] as reproduced by our slab calcula-
tions, if P termination is assumed and f-d interaction is
neglected [Fig. 1(c)]. Including the latter, this pocket is
missing even at P termination [Fig. 1(d)].

The Fe 3dxz;yz–derived states are not so strongly affected

by the hybridization. Two bands of this symmetry cross the

Fermi level near ��, while two others exhibit intersections
near the �M point. In LaFePO, each pair of these bands

nearly degenerates, forming Fermi pockets around the ��
and �M points, respectively. The different behavior of these
bands in CeFePO might also result from f-d hybridization.
SC in LaFePO is explained in Ref. [13] by the nesting

between Fermi surface sheets around the M point and
sheets at � formed by bands of dxz;yz and dxy symmetry,

respectively. Thus, the strong modifications of the Fermi
surface as induced by the Ce 4f states suppress super-
conductivity in CeFePO, while it is conserved in other
RFePO compounds without strong f-d correlation. Also
the 4f states are heavily affected by interaction with the
valence bands as reflected by the observed dispersion of the
Kondo resonance and may be important for the under-
standing of quenching of magnetism and appearance of
heavy-fermion properties in CeFePO.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Calculated energy bands for a Ce
terminated slab constructed by interchanging the FeP and CeO
stacks of the slab shown in Fig. 1(c). The meaning of the
symbols is the same as in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). (b) Distribution
of the spectral intensity calculated by means of the Periodic
Anderson Model.
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